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Abstract
Ergonomics teaches that the “average man” doesn´t exist. Panero and Zelnik [1] say that make three measures coincide in the 
same person is a small chance: 3%. A guided observation in a swimming pool makes it easy to realize this fact: if a woman that is 
L (large) on the bust buys a swimsuit, she must be also L in the whole body, or the garment will have a bad fitting in any part 
that’s not L. This paper discusses that not every women have the whole body in a same standard size “small”, “medium” or 
“large” and the objectives that guided the research were realize what options of swimsuit exist and how could modeling satisfy
that ergonomics issue. Buying a swimsuit, for those who are not small on hips and small at the bust, is always a choice of bad 
fitting. The situation gets even worst if she is not in the “average” height. Normally women choose to buy the size that fits their 
biggest measure, and at the part of the body where fabric was not needed in that amount it over abounds. Guided observations in 
a thermal center and interviews in a public swimming pool with structured enquiries were made for this research which purpose 
was verify what do industry offers to ladies above fifty years old as swimsuits for indoor activities, what kind of situations of 
discomfort they experiment and what they would change in it, if it was possible. The main results of this research are that 
swimsuits, for ladies above 50 years old, must have a sewing line under the bust, allowing better accommodation of breast; 
problems with the straps, that commonly enlarge with some use; and the size, that doesn´t fit comfortably if the shape of the user 
is not the same size at the top and at the bottom. This paper presents the alternative of inviting customers who doesn’t have their 
needs fulfilled by the common stores (“non average woman”) to choose each part of a modular system of swimwear as a good 
way to apply the studies of design project, converting swimsuits “three size fits all” into swimsuits that really fit.
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1. Introduction
In this second decade of twentieth century women buy one piece swimsuits almost the same way they did when 
this kind of garment appeared: asking for a size represented by a letter – S, M or L – that indicates if the user’s size 
is small (S), medium (M) or large (L). At the maximum some industries added the extra small (XS) or extra large
(XL). The biggest change concerning sizing, through the years, came with the numeric option. Numbers, instead of 
letters, introduced a system that allows a bigger range of sizes, what means that the world doesn’t have to fit in only 
five sizes. Numeric system normally offers seven or eight sizes, depending on the brand and its target. The main 
issue is if this is enough to have women comfortably dressed in swimming pools, a place where they should be 
pleased, or because it’s a relaxing activity, or because they need to exercise, and this should be a good experience.
2. About the target
For this research 50 women above fifty years old, who use one piece swimsuits for indoor activities at the pool, 
were observed and interviewed at the beginning of the year 2014. The first part of the research, a guided observation, 
took place in a private thermal resort located in a city whose only fame comes from the naturally warm water that 
comes from the ground. In the middle of 340 hectare swimming pools of several sizes, depth and forms receive 
people who travel in cars and mainly in bus groups, motivated to rest, relax and enjoy the calm atmosphere. Rooms 
are equipped with air conditioning system, queen size beds, small fridge and amenities. Meals are included, as 
attractions like theater and musical shows are. The price of this amount of comforts indicate that it’s a planned trip, 
and women that go to such a kind of place certainly prepare their swimsuits, and if there is a possibility to buy a
comfortable and beautiful one, it’ll be in their bags.
The second part of the study took place in a public swimming pool located at Curitiba, where normally people 
arrive by medical indication. It shouldn't be a rule, but as that are many people in the line, priority is given to these 
ones. As the time passes, the group is united and hydro gymnastics becomes a pleasant activity that finishes in the 
dressing-room with lots of conversation among ladies (massive public, compared to men). Each class of hydro
gymnastics lasts 45 minutes, and it’s scheduled twice a week for each person; about 35 participants attend the 
practice at the same time and 20 of them were interviewed for this research. Questions were those listed  in the 
following box.
3. Observations and questionnaires
3.1. At the resort
Once in the bounds of the resort it’s possible to note many varieties of swimsuits: two pieces, one piece used at 
the beach and jumpsuits like the ones that are more commonly seen in the aquatic sports. As this part was just a task 
of observation, it’s not possible to affirm if they buy such kind of swimsuit because they’ve chosen it, or because 
that were no other better option. So, at this time what could be set are just questions of modeling. Three main 
problems were observed: the lack of a way of regulating the straps in some swimsuits, fabric lumps along the body 
in some cases, and the opposite, missing fabric, what makes the garment stretches at the maximum in some parts of 
the body, as show in the figure 1. Not only fabric stretches, but it’s important to note that the elastics put inside, 
along the hem, are projected to reach a certain extend; as they are strong and very well sewn, they normally don’t 
blow out, but at a first moment they can hurt, and after all, they fray.
1. What’s your name?
2. Are you satisfied with your hydro gymnastic swimsuit? Why?
3. If you could change something on it, what it should be?
4. If you were supposed to buy a new swimsuit tomorrow, what color should it be? Why?
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Fig. 1: excess or missing fabric in standard swimsuits (personal archive, “leaving fangotherapy”).
What happens when someone buys a garment that has an only one option in the whole piece is that the pattern of 
modeling assumes this person has the entire body in a same size. It doesn’t matter to the mass industry if the clothes 
need to be big because the person is big in height or weight, the product will be totally big. It’s enough bad when it’s 
a pair of jeans: those who buy a 46 but are not so tall will have cut and thrown away a part of the width of fabric, 
and those that buy the same trousers and are tall, but thin, well, they normally are seen with bumps of fabric along 
each leg. This happens everyday and people are somehow used to the situation, or they pay a professional to sew 
what’s possible, or they carry the situation as it was normal. In fact it’s normal because industry put norm, this rule 
“fit it or leave it”. But it’s not natural. When it’s not a denim but a one piece swimsuit the subject of search, it uses 
to be more critical, because the fabric used in this kind of garment has more tolerance to fit someone, the project 
consider this, what may result in the first trap on buying: if it fits the biggest part of the body, it has to fit the rest. 
The fabric is obliged to stretch in the widest part, but not along the others, if the user doesn’t have the whole body in 
the same size. The second trap lives in the straps: if they don’t have a regulation, again, one size must fit whatever 
size user is. Perhaps this is the reason for the success of the sliding triangle top bikini, that allows regulation with a 
knot (also in bikinis, this model is the most sold, stores say), and some swimsuits also have this adjustment; as
shown in the first swimsuit in figure 1, this is the only way to keep in place that amount of fabric exceeding. In such 
a place perhaps people are relaxed enough to bear arranging the swimsuit. When that woman enters the swimming 
pool all that fabric receives water and pull the straps in her neck. Although it’s better than no adjustment at all, this 
emphasizes how important is to have more choices in sizes.
3.2. At the public swimming pool
One hour of exercises, rigorous instructed and controlled by a teacher, don’t allow too much opportunity to pull 
and push the swimsuit that insists not to be in place. This is boring to a public that is worried mainly with comfort
when they buy a garment, whatever it is, as can be heard at the interviews. The most concrete definition of the main 
problem with swimsuits is given by a lady of not more than 5 feet [1,50m] tall:
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Interviewed – It’s rubbish, this thing [showing the swimsuit]... You dress it... The breast 
doesn’t stay above, neither under... You can look! It’s a pity I wasn’t using it for you to 
see it… I believe that 90% of the people here have to lift [showing under bust line]… It 
has to, at least, to accommodate the breast. But this doesn’t, it’s nor over, neither 
under! And it’s the only store!
Researcher – What size did you buy this swimsuit?
Interviewed – Look, sweetie, I have only 139,0 lb [63,0 kg]. I needed to buy – look – the 
extra large, double extra, triple extra… It must be equivalent to 54 or somewhat... 
Clothes I use them 46, but in swimsuits it must be a 64! It was the biggest one! None of 
the others was good, I’ve just bought this rubbish! (Angelica, 2014).
What Mrs. Angelica ironically says resumes the situation of many women inside that dressing room where 
interviews happened. In her case, she feels outraged because she had to buy the biggest swimsuit she found, and 
despite – or because – of this she can’t accommodate her breast, she’s not comfortable at all. If it was a smaller size 
perhaps the under bust seam would be better put, but the volume of the breast wouldn't be contained, what’s 
imperative to an eighty years old lady and many others, even youngers, but exercising inside the water, which 
buoyancy may partially nake sometimes.
Of course this is a mistake one is obliged to make when body doesn’t fit all the same size. When the bust is L size 
and his are also L, and the height is compatible to the L size in the modeling chart, the garment may seem 
ergonomic. The problem appears when the user’s body doesn’t have these three measures coincident. To match three 
measures happens in only 3% of people, as told by Panero and Zelnik [1]. If the woman fits different sizes there’s no 
negotiating: or fabric will exceed in some parts to be reasonable in others, or she’ll oblige the fabric to stretch more 
than it’s projected to do. Some consider, also, to allow herself eventually exposing more than she would in some part 
of the body. It is not worthy.
Another issue about swimsuits, argued by users at the public swimming pool, is the enlargement of the garment, 
that lead to rudimentary customizations in straps: a knot that reduce the quantity of the frayed fabric. At this point 
two suspicions can be found: a) the fabric of which is made the swimsuit doesn’t resist to the chlorine (mandatory
used for treatment of water) and its composition of elastic fiber progressively looses its property; b) the size of the 
swimsuit is made to a taller woman than the real user. Situations are not excludent, and when both of them happen 
results look like seen in figure 2:
Fig. 2:” customizations” for swimsuits that enlarge (personal archive: “public swimming pool”).
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The lady in that swimsuit explains, resignedly:
Researcher – What’s your name? May I talk to you?
Interviewed – Jacira.
Researcher – Ms Jacira, I note you’re using knots in your swimsuit, what’s is it about?
Interviewed – It’s because it stretches, with the water, with the chlorine... It goes 
extending, getting bigger. (Jacira, 2014).
Once more the question of modeling appears. It’s not adapted to the users and the patterns found in the stores
don’t meet the majority of ladies interviewed. Several women can be seen with those knots. While the underwear 
industry search ways to turn the bra’s strap more comfortable – putting pads on them, for instance – the weight of 
the bust and the frayed fabric, wet, is supported over the shoulders, with knots on them.
It seems to be the best point of industrial products matching the colors of the swimsuits almost always with black. 
When asked what color they would choose in their next swimsuit, a huge number of ladies indicated black. One of 
them mentioned her interest for more colorful products, and another one the mix of black with some other tonality. 
Asked why, some women hesitated, other laughed with no answer. Although it’s possible that the printed fabric is 
not mentioned because it’s more beachwear, the most meaningful reply came from Mrs. Efigênia:
Researcher – About color, if you should buy a swimsuit tomorrow, what it should be 
like?
Interviewed – Look, we only see black, but black show more it’s fading away. If it was 
lighter, it wouldn’t show that much. But, for sure, it shows more the fatness [laughing], 
the muffin tops! (Efigênia, 2015).
One of the enchantments of maturity is, no doubts, the sincerity.
4. Findings
The most frequent issue about the swimsuits found in the Brazilian market is certainly the modeling that doesn’t 
meet the needs of women, whose measures may have variances in sizing along the body. Mass production doesn’t 
consider the variety of biotypes existent to project a range of sizes, and as this is common in all the brands, women 
are resigned: although they don’t find the garment is comfortable, they buy it, as it’s the only way to enter the 
swimming pool. Both parts, users and industry, are used to the concept that the fabric used to make a swimsuit 
stretches, no matter till at point and with what consequences. It’s true the advent of elastic fibers was a great 
upgrade, but there’s no brand which tells in their label how much or in what sense the fiber may be stretched.
The sewing line under the bust is fundamental to the target mentioned in this research. It’s unanimous, it helps to 
accommodate the volume of breasts, and even if it’s not that much, the position and firmness change after some 
years. The elastic band put in that stitching separate exactly what have to be up there and what have to be down 
under.
Straps are much more useful when they allow some kind of adjustment. Big problems can be avoided buying the 
correct size, mainly if it’s possible to consider the height of user. Materials must be reviewed or in quality or in 
information to users about their lifetime under chlorine conditions. It’s a lot of suffering – even for just one hour of 
using per day – in an activity that should be pleasant. The fact that users are used to this is a challenge to designers: 
although they don’t mention, the straps must have more attention; users don’t even know it doesn’t have to be that 
way, but designers do.
While talking about the style of their swimsuit, what ladies really chose with conviction was the concept: 
swimsuit or jumpsuit. A big part of them was using a sportive short jumpsuit, and although the purpose seemed to be 
an evident matter of simple aesthetical choice, it was not. After several evasive responses, two of them seemed to 
justify all the others. The first one, ironically said, was because of their age, meaning some worrying about cellulite 
or varix. The second one told that the shorts help to hide the fact that they’re not removing pubic hair anymore. This 
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makes sense when considered the data found by researchers of the Kinsey Institute together with University of 
Indiana, when asking 2.451 women between 18 and 68 years old about their habits of removing pubic hair. They 
realize that: “The largest proportion of women in the 50+ age group had not engaged in any of the listed hair 
removal behaviors over the previous month (51.7%).”[3]. Any collection dedicated to this public should consider 
both models, the conventional swimsuit, and also the jumpsuit.
The question about color surprised. For a fashion designer the multiplicity of colors and possibility of printings 
have always to be considered and hear the preferences of users helps to define among the varieties. But the ladies at 
the public swimming pool are not so interested in the rainbow design offers. The majority of them points black as 
the preferred color and this gives a plus point in favor to mass customization, as it’ll be described in the 
propositions.
5. Propositions
It was on development of softwares that co-design was first used to generate softwares based on the needs of each 
customer, but beginning in a single platform, common to all them, adapting the system where needed. To proceed 
this modifications it’s imperative to work very close to the customer, presenting him the functionalities, difficulties 
and best points, and also paying close attention to his feedback. Co-design nowadays is applied  to many products 
and services, as an invitation to the user to interact with designers, so that they can make changes in a 
service/product to make it match the needs or wishes of this user. According to Mobeen, co-design is a special part 
of co-creation, that happens when customers participate actively in the process of development of new products and 
on its design; the author mention Sanders: "We use co-design in a broader sense to refer to the creativity of 
designers and people not trained in design working together in the design development process". [4].
The targeted result is a service or a product that meets the customer specificities. This process mentioned here is 
not about a single unity, but a serie of products, a mass production, with the differential of being customized. This 
system of production take advantage, as explain Salvador, de Holan e Piller, of differences among users: 
“Regardless of product category or industry, these companies have turned customers’ needs into an opportunity to 
create value, rather than regarding heterogeneity as a problem that has to be minimized, challenging the “one size 
fits all” assumption or traditional mass production”. [5]
In Brazil probably the oldest or more famous industry using co-design is the kitchen furniture. With the reduction 
of woodworkers (and natural wood itself), modular kitchens became the best alternative in price, deadlines, models, 
comparing to bespoke ones. The same is happening in other branches, and the textile industry has shown progresses 
working in mass customization. Mi Adidas® and Nike Id® are good examples. The opinion of the author of this 
paper, based on her researches pointed here, lead to the path of mass customization for swimsuits, to make them 
more ergonomic. The mass production – system that works to reduce costs making the highest number of units of 
the same product – doesn’t attend the majority of women interviewed. They are not comfortable with the products 
found in the stores. It’s time to make efforts to change this.
Following the lessons taught by Gilmore and Pine [6], a mixed approach between two ways of mass 
customization seem to the author of this paper to be the best choice for swimsuits: collaborative – identifying the 
needs of users with their help – and transparent – when finally approved by the marked one model. What this 
research made was exactly the first pass to get there: observing, asking and trying to understand the needs of the 
users, being close to them.
Assuming the main problem with swimsuits is modeling, some know-how about the components of 
patternmaking is needed to determine where the combinations must be done. Divide the garment in parts that can be 
matched is called, ins mass customization system, modularity. According to Kamrani and Salhieh [7] “the basic idea 
of modular design is to organize products as a set of distinct components that can be designed independently and 
develop a variety of products through the combination and standardization of components.”. That is what the 
representation made for this paper is going to show.
A complete system of mass customization for swimsuits should comprehend about eight numeric sizings
matched. This could be the ideal. Despite of this, as a first proposition, and to be more simply represented in this 
paper, the following arrangement is schemed in letters sizing combination: S (small, represented by white), M 
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(medium, represented by black), L (large, represented by polka dots pattern) and XL (extra large, represented by 
houndstooth pattern). Patterns and colors are used only as a legend, just to be better visualized.
At the center of figure 3, the basic shapes of proposed products. The colors and patterns that separate each part 
show a kind of modeling thought to ladies over fifty years old: the abdominal part can receive more volume or 
variation of size, as the over bust, if needed. The zipper helps dressing, mainly when the option is a jumpsuit and 
low hips seemed to be more comfortable option found in the visited swimming pools.
Figure 3: scheme of possible combinations with proposed components of swimsuits (by the author).
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No combination of colors or patterns were mentioned in this set of combinations, exactly for the low relevance 
realized in the research. It’s important to note that the more it’s saved with printed fabrics, the more it’s possible to 
compensate, offering varieties of models, one of the axioms of mass customization.
The possibilities of combination should be displayed in a computer screen. The idea of this kind of mass 
customization is not a ready-made product, but a swimsuit that the user composes as she wishes, among the options 
available at an internet site. In the proposition shown in figure 3 user can choose clockwise – matching first an 
element of table “component 1” and adding to it an element of table “component 2A” – or counterclockwise, in this 
case matching three parts: combining one element of table “component 1”, adding an element of table “component 
2B” and also choosing an element of table “component 3”.
Last, but not least, a nice pictogram must be created to be put in each garment that is delivered to customers. In 
the label this image must indicate the range of measures the swimsuit attends. As ergonomic modeling and mass 
customization are not so common yet, that small piece of fabric must inform what a good project transforms.
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